EUROPEAN CAPITALS

MAR 16-24

A spring visit to all the busiest airports in Europe and lots of Interesting
bonus airports in between, stopping at some of our favourite hotels
FRI 16 We depart from the UK in the evening, for our overnight sailing to Calais.
SAT 17 We drive directly to PARIS ORLY, where we catch the early departures and long-haul arrivals. At
lunchtime we transfer to CHARLES DE GAULLE, where we check-in at our hotel in the center of the airport
and have the rest of the day at leisure.
SUN 18 We have all morning at CDG then at lunchtime we drive to LE BOURGET for a look at the visiting
biz. We have quick stops at REIMS and NANCY/METZ on the way to our overnight stop at LUXEMBOURG.
MON 19 We hope for a morning airport tour. We then drive to SAARBRUCKEN, KARLSRUHE
and finally STUTTGART, with our overnight hotel.
TUE 20 We have a morning RAMP tour at Stuttgart, then a late morning stop at AUGSBURG,where there
are always interesting visitors. After lunchtime we arrive at MUNICH where we spend the afternoon at the
viewing park. Then we drive a circuit of the airport and arrive at our hotel at the end of the runway.
WED 21 Morning on the viewing deck, then depart for INGOLSTADT and NURNBERG, on our way to
FRANKFURT. We arrive at our regular hotel at the runway threshold, viewing from the hotel rooms or the
nearby bridge viewing area.
THU 22 All morning free, before 1200 departure to COLOGNE with a short stop here on the viewing decks.
Then we continue to DUSSELDORF, where we spend the rest of the day. Our hotel is our normal one, a
short walk from the General Aviation area.
FRI 23 We depart mid-morning for EINDHOVEN. After a short stop here we continue to AMSTERDAM and
we have the rest of the day here. Our normal hotel overlooks the airport with access to the McDonalds
viewing area, or terminal viewing decks, by free shuttle.
SAT 24 We have a free morning and lunchtime departure to ROTTERDAM. Then on to BRUSSELS where
we have a couple of hours. Then we head back home via Calais, with arrival back late evening

JOINING DURING THE TOUR BY FLYING OUT / BACK IS NO PROBLEM

Cost: £639

Deposit: £149

Single Room: £219

Includes: Luxury Coach transportation, Ferry crossings, 7 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)

UPGRADES

£135

